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Abstract

Blockpix is a vision for shared space on the web. A Dao based governance system runs at the heart of blockpix
where communities can be formed to buy and sell spaces, digital assets and build communities in and around
the metaverse.
Communities can be formed to propose, buy, sell space in blockpix as shared assets and jointly buy gamﬁe and
metaverse lands within those spaces. With the prices of the main steam metaverse and gameﬁ items increasing
at an exponentially its becoming increasingly diﬃcult to buy these items. Blockpix is designed in such a way that
investment in such assets become fractional by the members of a channel rather than one single owner. At the
same time we want artists to own and display their work while empowering themselves rather then be reliant. In
addition to this, content creators can create their own channels and sell space within their channels for fans or
their clients etc. Blockpix wants to take the shared economy to a new plane. Pixel by Pixel we want to build a
platform that helps build a decentralized economy where everyone earns, governs and spends without
restriction. Users will have access to tokenize their assets, artworks, contents etc. Users buy a space in the form
of Pixel/Blocks on the Blockpix Website and that's where the tokenized assets will be displayed. BlockPix Token
& NFT Marketplace were created to give the users a unique cryptocurrency powered ecosystem that represents
and empowers the true spirit of a great workforce and to disrupt the ﬁnancial constraints of the current platform.
We intend to raise funds to build and improve on this lucrative and multimillion growing industries (i.e
Metaverse, NFT’s, Digital Spaces and Gamiﬁcation). The BlockPix will be powered by the BKP token which will
be offered to investors. This empowers users to invest in BlockPix Token as a strong digital asset and for users
to purchase tokens and hold equal assets as well as invest across the BlockPix Products achieving true
ownership in the industry they've devoted themselves to. We intend to offer so many other existing products
ranging from staking and yield farming, decentralized exchange, decentralized gaming, decentralized ﬁnance
and lots more.
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Introduction
BlockPix is building an ecosystem for digital assets, content creation and the metaverse. Planning to redeﬁne
the virtual space like never before. Blockpix will be designed as a DAO and its concept will revolve around
distributing ownership of virtual assets. We plan to partner with other players in the NFT space to bring them to
market their products while integrating ecommerce like structure within Blockpix itself. Blockpix envisions
revolutionizing the NFT marketplaces by offering users a pixelated space to display their personal NFTs
(Non-Fungible Token), so rather than buying NFTs they are buying digital space to show their creativity in the
space they own. The pixelated space can be bought in the form of empty blocks with the BKP (blockpix native
token) or BNB. Initially building on the binance smart chain we wanted to keep investors funds within the token
rather than paying expensive transactional costs. Eventually the ecosystem will be cross-chain enabled allowing
a lot more options. Users have the freedom of providing their artworks or contents to be tokenized into NFTs that
can be displayed on the spaces purchased.
BlockPix will launch a governance token named BKP, allowing users to propose, vote and drive the ecosystem’s
future. The platform will revolve around the native token, it will be used to make purchases on the platform, stake
and to provide liquidity provision on our DeFi niche. We are also giving back full ownership rights to content
creators like celebrities, youtubers, podcasters, and inﬂuential people, they will have more power over their
funds, and digital space and hereby removing the middleman charges from top media companies. Such users
will own their own channel and manage it how they like (empowering a Decentralized Ecosystem).
More features on the BlockPix platform will be DeFi (Decentralized Finance) like staking and yield farming,
Swaps, Decentralized mini games powered by the NFT and Web 3.0 technology. The NFT gaming aspect will be
envisioned at later stages and implemented as per DAO.
NFTs have a very speciﬁc and useful set of properties which make them well-suited to solve many of the current
problems with digital ownership and trade:

Authentication
Fraud and counterfeits can be a large problem for collectors and traders. However, NFTs are cryptographically
veriﬁable and therefore are immune to copycats and counterfeits. Beyond this, NFTs are provably unique, which
means that in addition to being resistant to forgery, they also have individual exclusive identities.

03-02-2021
BKP $9,299.51
KYC for Presale round
User: JohnSmith1
John Smith
123 Main Street E1234
london, UK
01-02-1975
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Censorship Resistant
The digital products we use and consume every day are managed and operated by companies that provide them.
Our rights to the usage, sale/trade, and ''ownership'' of those items are very much at the discretion of those who
manage them. Your Twitter handle can be taken away. Your digital arts, music, real estate properties account
can be banned, NFTs cannot. Blockchain strongly guarantees ownership rights by providing strongly secured
accounts in which individuals can hold NFTs. Only an individual with access to the private keys of an account
can access the assets contained therein.

Transferability and Liquidity
NFTs bring the ability to tokenize and capture ownership (or other rights) into a digital asset which can be
transferred and traded freely on open markets. The above NFT properties such as strong data assurances,
ownership security, counterfeit immunity and provable uniqueness are extremely powerful in eliminating many
of the risks friction costs that would normally accompany digital asset ownership, paving the way for access to
new markets and opening up previously locked and illiquid capital.
This last point is the crux of what BlockPix envisions as its primary driver. We strongly believe that blockchain
and its application to NFT technology will change the landscape of ownership and digital rights in profound
ways. Unlocking new potential markets and value, making existing markets more liquid and eﬃcient, and giving
individuals full control over their digital assets.
Blockpix wants to bring this technology to a mainstream audience and allow everyone the opportunity to
participate in NFT ownership as well as grow a thriving ecosystem by partnering with traditional NFT holders and
the top existing NFT projects to bring strong offerings to the marketplace.

BlockPix With NFTs
The BlockPix world uses ERC/BEP 1155 protocols on smartchains to fractionalize larger virtual spaces, allowing
the users to buy a smaller area within the channel. NFTs are an emerging segment in the global game market:
virtual tokens for digital scarcity, security and authenticity. Each NFT is distinct or unique, it is indivisible and it
is not interchangeable for another hence these metaverse items or NFTs can be displayed within the space
purchased inside blockpix.

$710,890,777
+725%

$180,219,479
+42%

$180,219,479
+77%

$315,712,346
+77%

$30,975,025
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2020
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Through the use of NFTs, The BlockPix users will be able to beneﬁt from:

True Digital Ownership:
Users are the true and perpetual owners of their digital items, even if the system was shut down or abandoned.
Hosted on the blockchain, every item will be tokenized, allowing owners to decide how they want to trade, sell,
or gift their items.

Security and Immutability:
Digital items can be easily tokenized and traded in primary and secondary markets (BlockPix marketplace) that
are managed and facilitated by smart-contracts. Items based on scarcity and demand usually invite fraud and
theft, but these risks are minimized on blockchain because it is a distributed ledger.

Trading:
BlockPix can provide users with ultimate control over their digital assets.They can buy, sell and auction their
items freely without concern that they will be ripped off or that a platform will close and cancel all the value of
their items.

Market

Limit

You Pay

Balance: 0.6351

BUSD Token

~$1

1

BUSD

Balance: 0

You Receive

~$0.05

Blocpix Token

20

BKP

Swap
1 BUSD cost
1 BKP cost
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Cross-chain Interoperability:
The cross-chain technology will allow easy transfer and exchange of items or funds between different
blockchains. This will be implemented at later stages on EVM supported blockchains through DAO governance.
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Key Functionality Of Blockpix

Gamification

Defi

NFT

Social Tokens

DAO

Metaverse

DAO Governance
Blockpix envisions itself as a decentralized ecosystem for the people by the people. The system will be moved
by the community through governance. Proposals put forth by holders will be voted on and the development will
be done as per community requirements. BlockPix governance allows stakeholders to effortlessly amend the
base protocol and adjust key system parameters according to the evolving needs of the ecosystem and
community. We want to design the system such that voting will decide the future of Blockpix. While developers
look to earn through trade fees the users will deﬁne the future path of the platform. It will be implemented later
via on chain voting system.

Shared Economy
The channels will be designed so that multiple investors can purchase joint assets from other metaverses and
embed them into blockpix channels. Blockpix contracts will manage the sale purchase of the joint assets and
voted on by the owners.

Your Channel Is Your Story
Blockpix is not just for the metaverse, it's designed for marketers, youtubers and artists. So they can build their
creativity to their own channel while earning from the space on their channels by promoting contents through
memberships, podcasts or pretty much any type of digital content. Curate and display art from your pixel to tell
your story. Each picture displayed in your space is veriﬁably owned by you through the smart contracts.

Build Your Own World Pixel By Pixel
Community can propose to launch new metaverse land from any platform (i.e Decentraland, Sandbox,
Blocktopia and etc) via governance, after successful proposal community will collectively buy that land using our
pixels and channel concept. So, community can build their own world pixel by pixel.
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DEFI
When envisioning the concept we realized that one of the most important thing for the success of the platform
would be a steady supply of investors. In a hard capped token it was important to incentivize the users to take
part in voting, and earning hence a staking reward system based on fees sharing and existing token distribution
is put into place. This encourages users to provide liquidity to earn additional rewards. This will make the system
a self sustainable system that funds itself for future development.

Community Of Investors, Gamers And Socialites
Discover their arts and follow as they create new pixels/blocks and add new pieces of visual reality, properties,
assets, etc to their BlockPix marketplace dashboard. Users Can play NFT mini-games as well as trade the
in-game items among each other. Since blockpix is designed to sell space, developers can develop and launch
their own games on their channels.

Decentralized And Permissionless
The BlockPix NFT Hub is built to maximize the value of (and minimize the risks involved in) tdigital asset
ownership and trade. Our core technologies rely strictly on blockchain, automated smart contracts, dapp clients
and relay server technologies to achieve this.

Strong Partnerships
BlockPix is forging partnerships with well-established traditional businesses that want to bring their user bases
into the digital era with new or established products, as well as top-tier NFT projects with proven business
models.
This will ensure a wide array of valued and desirable products in the marketplace. Anyone is welcome to partner
with blockpix and launch their own channel to display their digital content.

Podcasts, commentaries,

membership, digital art anything you like can be published on your purchased space and displayed, sold or
traded. The spaces are place holders for your digital work

User Base Incentivization And Rewards
Community is everything, and BlockPix will focus on rewarding early adopters for their valuable contributions
through various incentivization and reward programs catered toward supporting active investors, creators,
sellers, and buyers. In addition to the rewards for usage, BlockPix protocol is designed to help creators.
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BlockPix Marketplace
BlockPix Marketplace is an upcoming NFT market speciﬁcally set up to help in creation, sales, purchase and
auction of tokenized virtual spaces, contents, collectibles and media. The beneﬁts of the marketplace enable the
sellers to maintain intellectual control of their assets by tokenizing and licensing speciﬁc contents and raising
capital for non-digital assets. The beneﬁts for the buyers are the ability to purchase complete turn-key digital
assets, and purchase investment stakes.
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BlockPix NFT-platform Features
Channels/Space
Blockpix will revolve around a single page designed around a retro TV with channels. Each channel will represent
a unique predeﬁned category. You can buy space on each channel to to display your NFTs or digital work. The
work can be directly sold on the market place once someone clicks on the NFT. Inﬂuencers can create your own
channel and sell paces on their channels also to promote their own work or allow for resale on their channel
hence sharing income from sale and purchase on their channels.

Marketplace:
BlockPix's web-based marketplace allows users to upload, publish, and sell their minted NFTs. The marketplace
will use smart contracts to control NFTs auctions and transactions. Additional beneﬁts of this marketplace are
that economic principles of supply and demand become automatically integrated into the system, allowing the
community to determine the fair price of user-generated assets. Our marketplace would allow both creators and
buyers to interact using a smart contract on our platform. Auction and bidding take place depending on the
creator's preferences and settings before listing an NFT for sale. The users can openly participate in the bidding
process and also put up their NFTs for sale.

Mint:
Minting allows anyone to create digital artwork of their visions into a unique NFT on the binance smartchain and
also export them to the marketplace. Multiple editions of an asset can be minted and sold using the ERC 1155
standard protocol that supports minting using a single smart contract.

BKP Token:
BlockPix will make use of its native token that can be traded and exchangeable for other cryptocurrencies for a
smooth transaction. BKP will serve as a means of payment along with other tokens and also as a store of value
for users and creators alike. A Deﬁ s ystem will allow users to provide liquidity and earn rewards based on fees
and staking rewards.

•

Staking:

There are many ways to earn BKP, holding BKP tokens in a wallet OR depositing them into a liquidity pool to earn
more tokens is one way of earning. BKP through its staking mechanism would reward users that shake their
tokens with different rewards. Liquidity provider tokens can be staked representing a particular content, NFT, or
investment for which the tokens were staked. These staked tokens can be withdrawn at any period or the end of
the agreed period for locked staking with the earned accumulated tokens. This staking provides liquidity for easy
operation and also rewards our community for their support.

•

Our Support

We will have iOS, Android, and web apps to support all creators and users on all our platforms for easy
navigation. There will be a technical and online support team to guide and attend to all our community needs at
fast response rates. This will ensure ease of access, preference, and support for all users.
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•

Metaverse

With the current hype in around the metaverse it is becoming increasingly expensive to own digital assets.
Blockpix wants to fractionalize purchases in the metaverse such as owning scarce in-game digital items, jointly
and through a smart contract. The purchase of any such items will be put to a vote for a member of the channels
if approved the channel contract will buy the item in the other virtual worlds and give ownership to all the
members of the channel. No one person will have full control while member will have joint ownership or share
into the asset.
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How to create NFT in BlockPix

1. Open Blockpix Dapp and
connect wallet.

2. Go to Buyspots page and
select your channel.

Buy Your Spots As NFT’s
Channel:

TECH

No. of spots?NFT’s:

10

Inital Spot:

22 x 34

Ending Spot:

29 x 44

https://app.blockpix.io
mint

Upload Image

Alt Text (optional)
URL (optional)
error.

Buy Pixels

3. Upload your artwork on selected space

Confirm

4. Conﬁrm the
transaction through
your wallet.
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NFT

5. List your NFT on Blockpix marketplace
or earning.
BlockPix Platform users can generate an NFT by taking and uploading photos of their choice on their purchased
pixel/block on the BlockPix marketplace.
NFTs are created for contents uploaded on the BlockPix platform. Both NFT owners and veriﬁed users are
rewarded with tokens that encourage users to ''occupy'' spaces in form of pixels/blocks and make them their
NFTs. Non-registered locations with good reviews are recorded by BlockPix Platform, a NFT will be created and
owned by the person who posted the information. For each successfully created NFT, BlockPix rewards the
creator with the platform's token.
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BlockPix Token Economics
Decentralized Finance
Decentralized Finance or DeFi has been the latest development in blockchain. We have seen massive growth in
the DeFi market in 2020. BlockPix is taking it one step further by combining aspects of DeFi with virtual world
(Metaverse) transactions. This allows users to make transactions peer to peer or directly from their wallet
without any centralized body holding onto their assets. DeFi is built into the heart of the BlockPix platform to
drive token utility and value.

Access
Holding BKP tokens in your wallet will give you priority access to vote in DAO governance. Early adopters will get
largest discounts and we will put you ﬁrst in line to receive this before traditional investors have access.

Incentives
As a holder of BKP tokens you will receive incentives such as a discount on virtual spaces investments. Also
holders will receive great rewards based on how much BKP tokens you hold in your wallet. BKP holders will also
get airdrops from various projects that will launch under blockpix ecosystem.

Staking For Rewards
There are many ways to earn BKP, holding BKP tokens in a wallet OR depositing them into a liquidity pool to earn
more tokens is one way of earning. BlockPix through its staking mechanism would reward users that stake their
tokens with different rewards. Liquidity Provider tokens can be staked representing a particular content, NFT, or
investment for which the tokens were staked. These staked tokens can be withdrawn at any period or the end of
the agreed period for locked staking with the earned accumulated tokens. This staking provides liquidity for easy
operation and also rewards our community for their support. Items can be used directly to exchange for
products, services or exchange transactions with equivalent values.
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Tokenomics
Ticker

Coin Market Cap

Total Supply
70,000,000

BKP
ALLOCATION

TOKEN ALLOCATION

TOKEN ALLOCATION %

VESTING PERIOD

7,000,000

10.00%

60% vested, 40% released in public sale.
Monthly unlock 10%

7,700,000

11.00%

40% vested, 60% released in public sale.
Monthly unlock 10%

8,400,000

12.00%

25% Vested and 75% released in public
sale

Governance/Eco

28,000,000

40.00%

For DAO, Rewards, Staking, Yield
farming and Eco System.

System

8,400,000

12.00%

Marketing will be controlled through
governance.

Marketing

2,800,000

4.00%

Linear realize will be opened after 3
months and controlled through
governance.

Pre Seed
(@0.02USD/BKP Token)

Pre Sale
(@0.06USD/BKP Token)

Public sale
(@0.10USD/BKP Token)

Team

5,600,000

8.00%

Linear realize will be opened after one
month and controlled through
governance.

Airdrops

2,100,000

3.00%

Different events will be organized for
airdrops.

* All vested tokens unlocking will be start after 30days of public sale.

Token Distribution

Team
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Roadmap

Website
Whitepaper Release
Community building

Q1

Token Launch in round:
PreSeed
Presale
Public Sale
Listing on DEX

2022

2022
DAO Governance.

Q2

TestNet Launch of BlockPix Platform.
Bug Bounty Campaigns.
Release 4 Channels under blockpix.
Partnerships with multiple Metaverse Projects.
Launch Channel Of One Influencer.
Staking

Listing on any centralized exchange.
Launch of BlockPix Platform V1.0

Q3

New partners signup.
Marketing Campaign.
Launch BlockPix 2.0 with multiple metaverse platforms integrations.
Proposal system for buying new land collectively.

2022

2022
Cross-chain.

Q4

Launch mini-games in blockpix channels.
First Blockpix Community Event on metaverse.
Blockpix Marketplace.
Launch of BlockSwap (DEX).
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